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Rainbow Future, 2018, Real wood hand-finished wedge handcrafted in organic cotton. Image credit: Salvatore Ferragamo
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Today in luxury:

Salvatore Ferragamo profitability, revenues down in 2018

Ceo Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi said the strategy to turn the company around is not completed and revealed that
creative director Paul Andrew has put his namesake brand on hold, says WWD.

Click here to read the entire story on Women's Wear Daily

Theresa May's deal rejected, putting all Brexit options back in play

U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May's Brexit deal was rejected once again by Parliament, throwing the country deeper
into political crisis and raising the prospect that the divorce will be delayed or even reversed, according to
Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire story on Bloomberg

V&A to extend Christian Dior exhibition run

As the V&A extends its run of Christian Dior: Designer of Dreams until Sept. 1 2019, here's what to expect from the
largest and most comprehensive Dior exhibition to ever be staged in the U.K., per Vogue.

Click here to read the entire story on Vogue

These car models from BMW to Mercedes to Toyota are taking forever to sell on dealers' lots

It's  an interesting time for the U.S. auto industry. With more American consumers preferring to drive larger SUVs and
crossovers, sedan sales are dropping, a shift that some manufacturers failed to anticipate, reports USA Today.
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Click here to read the entire story on USA Today
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